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Executive Summary 

Ocean Breeze Farm, in Weekapaug, Rhode Island, is a sixty (60) acre dairy, silage corn, and hay 
operation that has been in business for over 50 years under the same family’s ownership (the 
Panciera Family). The farm has had (until November 2014) approximately 60 holstein cows and 
was a member of the Agri-Mark Dairy Cooperative (Cabot Creamery). The farmer/owner, Frank 
Panciera, also has grown approximately 65 acres of silage corn, hays two adjacent fields that 
are owned by the Weekapaug Foundation for Conservation, and has grown corn and hay on 
land owned by the Westerly Land Trust. Ocean Breeze has a conservation easement owned by 
the Weekapaug Foundation for Conservation – purchased August 26, 1997 extinguishing the 
development rights on the property. The easement was sold for $1 M. 
 

The property is within one-half mile of the Atlantic Ocean and is part of the Weekapaug 
neighborhood (although not part of the Weekapaug Fire District). The land slopes to a coastal 
pond (abutting the Weekapaug Foundation’s land) with adequate elevation to weather coastal 
storms with minimal flooding. Over the next 100 years, sea level rise will affect abutting lands 
and increase the likelihood of storm surge flooding of 25% of the property. Crops will need to 
be planned for the possibility of coastal storms – allowing for growth planning that mitigates 
the effect of salt water spray on crops due to occasional hurricanes. 
 
Agro-ecological characteristics are typical of elevated coastal estuarine properties. There are 
approximately 40 acres of prime or important soils – a critical factor in a State that has lost a 
large percentage of its important agricultural land. The farm will enter a 2 year period of 
transition-to-organic based upon the good results from initial soil and environmental testing. 
 
The New England Farm and Food Fund (NEFFF) has an agreement on the farm - to be closed in 
September 2015 for $1.75 M1 (with an additional $50 K for equipment). The agreed upon price 
is above current appraisal price for three reasons: 1) the agro-ecological values of the property 
(See Appendix C),  2) the future revenue potential – and business value - of the rehabilitated 
farm, and 3) the coastal real estate possibilities of the property as a private farm estate given its 
proximity to much more expensive coastal properties. The property was appraised in December 
2014 for $690,000 using a comparable methodology. NEFFF Partners believe the comparables 
methodology to be an incomplete representation of value.  
 
NEFFF and their partner farmer David DeFrancesco have done extensive farm planning (utilizing 
a Farm Production Financial Model discussed in Appendix B). Operations would also include a 
flower growing and floral service. Current projections (including the 2 year transition-to-organic 
process) show the net revenue potential of the farm on Page 19. The Present Value of those net 
revenue projections over ten years is $2.42 M utilizing a 10 percent rate of return (See Page 19 
for Present Value by Year). 
 
First year plans include use of high and low tunnels with compost additives to allow significant 
organic vegetable production – with some conventional field vegetables. First year gross 
revenue would not exceed $250k. 

                                                           
1
 Current discussion with the landowner. 
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Market 

 
Rhode Island has seen a substantial increase in demand for local food in the last nine years — 
providing new markets for small vegetable, livestock, and fruit producers. Local fruit and 
vegetable sales (including sweet corn, apples, berries and other fruits and vegetables) increased 
by nearly two-thirds between 2006 and 2010, from $9.4 million to $15.2 million. Even with 
those increases, Rhode Island only grows/raises approximately one percent of its food.  
 
The national organic food industry has experienced rapid growth over the past 20 years.  In 
2001, sales of organic foods were $8 billion. The Organic Trade Association (OTA) estimates the 
U.S. organic market reached $42 billion in 2014. While this is small compared to the 
conventional foods industry, OTA reports that conventional food growth is only 1-3% per year 
versus organic foods, which are growing 7-12% annually (See Agriculture/Market Analysis). 
 
Local Westerly/Weekapaug residents and business owners have been extremely supportive of 
the farm plan. The Weekapaug Foundation for Conservation, the owner of the Weekapaug Inn, 
and a number of others in the community have offered their support - and willingness to build 
market - for the farm’s produce and products. 
 
Wholesale sales to retail groceries, food distributors, and educational institutions will be 50 to 
60 percent of gross revenue. Farm stand sales will be 10 percent of gross revenue. Direct 
market sales (chefs, restaurants, caterers, etc.) will be 30 percent of gross revenue. Farmer’s 
markets are a potential source of revenue, although we need to be regionally strategic about 
market selection. We do not anticipate farmer’s markets initially as a primary revenue source – 
they will function more as a marketing venue.  Farmer’s market and CSA sales will be 10%.  
 
The historical nature of Ocean Breeze Farm in Southern Rhode Island, enthusiasm for its’ 
redevelopment as a sustainable vegetable/flower farm, the geographic location (proximate to 
the Providence to Westerly corridor and the Westerly to Groton/New Haven corridor - a 
regional demographic of 2M people) all combine to yield important indicators/data points for 
the Farm’s success. 

The New England Farm and Food Fund  

The New England Farm and Food Fund LLC was formed in late 2013 with the following mission: 

x To provide education, skills and capital to southern New England’s food producing farmers 
and food processor entrepreneurs so that they may become economically and 
environmentally self-sufficient and sustainable. 

x To increase the supply of locally produced, sustainably grown food products by owning and 
operating specialty farms and food processing facilities. 

x To create assets for farmers/food processors and a financially valuable Farm and Food Fund. 

The Fund has two initial projects: Ocean Breeze Farm and Jens and Marie, a local veggie burger 
producer (See Appendix A for further discussion). 
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Business Description 

 

Ocean Breeze Farm will operate as a 60 acre intensive organic vegetable farm with additional 
flower and floral operations.  
 
Farm operations will be managed by David DeFrancesco (See Appendix A for Biography). 
In 2009 he began a farm business in Rhode Island concentrating initially on salad greens – and 
also has worked for Schartner Farms in various capacities.  
 
The Farm will be under an agro-ecological management plan based upon NEFFF’s Handbook of 
Conservation Practices on Specialty Farms. These practices and methods have been developed 
over fifteen (15) years by the Managing Partners of the Farm and Food Fund. There are three 
guidance protocols for farm operations and conservation management: 1) Principles for 
understanding the farms agro-ecological characteristics and the agro-ecological footprint in the 
larger community, 2) Methods for development of the farm’s ethic and understanding of 
intuitive farm decision-making, and 3) Specific conservation practices developed with the USDA 
appropriate for small specialty farms. Our goal – dramatic (but proven) increases in productivity 
while increasing the Farm’s and Weekapaug community’s ecological health/aesthetic qualities.  
 
Mature operation of the Farm (starting Year Three) will employ two full time and six (6) to ten 
(10) seasonal workers (some of which will become full time as extended season growing 
develops in Year Four). The Farm will also serve as an educational opportunity for young 
farmers – providing practical experience, offering learning opportunities, and emphasizing the 
practical (‘rewarding yet difficult’) aspects of specialty farming. 
 
Crops  

 
The Farm will utilize high tunnels, low tunnels, a seed house, and open fields. The fifteen (15) 
acre model will grow field lettuce, mixed leafy greens, micro-greens and sprouts, kale, spinach, 
parsnips, leeks, swiss chard, beets, garlic, carrots, cucumbers, sweet potatoes, mixed winter 
squash and gourmet heirloom pumpkins, asparagus (after Year Two), and ginger. There will be 
high tunnel produced cherry tomatoes - as well as seed house grown herbs (all year).  
 
We anticipate an increasing demand for nursery products which provide a high margin. 
 
There will be plots for diverse flowers supporting a floral operation – including extensive cut 
flower gardens integrated with bee hives for honey and pest management.  A ‘pick-your-own’ 
parcel will hold flowers, herbs, berries, and carrots (oriented for children and family use).  
 
Crop rotation will include cover crops that will provide some feed and silage sales. 
 
A small chicken-for-egg and soil fertility operation will rotate through the fields using portable 
chicken coups. The Farm will also maintain bees for pollination and honey. 
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The Community 

 

Weekapaug, Rhode Island 

Weekapaug (‘end of pond’ in Native American) has been a community of summer cottages and 
estates since 1877. Originally Noyes Beach (from 1701 to 1899), it was named after Reverend 
James Noyes who had purchased 300 acres of what was to become Weekapaug. Niantics, 
Pequots, and Narragansetts lived in the area before early settlers arrived. 

In 1899, Frederick and Phebe Buffum opened the Weekapaug Inn for summer guests. 

On September 21, 1938, The Hurricane of 1938 swept the barrier beach clean of houses and 
irreparably damaged the Weekapaug Inn. The Inn was rebuilt and reopened for guests in June 
1939. After a period of closure in the 2000s, the Inn was restored and reopened in 2012. 

Westerly, Rhode Island 

 

Founded in 1669 by John Babcock, Westerly is a beachfront community on the south shore of 
Rhode Island. The population was 22,787 at the 2010 census.  

 

Westerly becomes a large tourist community during the summer months - when the population 
nearly doubles and inhabits numerous beaches (Weekapaug Beach, Westerly Town Beach, 
Misquamicut State Beach, East Beach, and Watch Hill Beach). 

  

Weekapaug Foundation for Conservation 

 

The Weekapaug Foundation for Conservation is a non-profit land trust located in Westerly, 
Rhode Island, and dedicated to preserving and protecting open space and clean water in the 
watersheds of the Winnapaug and Quonochontaug salt ponds. 

 

The Foundation protects over a thousand acres of green space, including marsh, fields, and 
woodlands - habitat for migratory and endangered birds, small mammals, reptiles and dozens 
of different plant species. 

 

Westerly Land Trust 

 

The Westerly Land Trust was formed in 1987. Between September 1998 and the end of 2012, 
conservation land holdings increased to 37 properties in 20 preserves totaling approximately 
1550 acres, equal to 7% of the area of the Town of Westerly.  The Trust also manages two 
properties totaling 100 acres for the Nature Conservancy.  Through its strategic Pawcatuck 
River Corridor Initiative, the Westerly Land Trust secured properties amounting to 700 acres in 
eight Preserves that feature several miles of River frontage. Currently, the Westerly Land 
Trust’s largest Preserves are its 550-acre Grills Preserve and 482-acre Crandall Swamp Preserve. 
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In 2004 the Land Trust initiated an urban redevelopment project - in collaboration with the 
Royce Family Fund - that has preserved significant buildings in the Town’s urban core.  
 

Land Use, Agro-Ecology 

 

After pre-closing environmental studies have confirmed the agro-ecological characteristics (and  
the Fund has closed on the property), NEFFF will do an agro-ecological restoration plan for the 
property over Years One and Two - including soil analysis, plant communities, species of flora 
and fauna (including both native and invasive species), coastal impacts, and other 
weather/population/climate change impacts. As a result of the study, a conservation plan will 
be developed in conjunction with the Weekapaug Foundation for Conservation that will include 
appropriate agricultural use of the property as well as define important species and landscape 
restoration projects. 
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Agriculture and Market Analysis 

 

Growth in the Organic Industry 

  

From the early 1960s to 1980 the organic agriculture industry grew steadily across the United 
States.  In the 1960s the industry was jump-started when information on the dangers of 
pesticides came to public prominence, most notably with the publication of Rachel Carson’s 
Silent Spring in 1962.  Consumers grew to understand the connection between personal and 
environmental health, and over the course of time a genuine shift in food consumption 
patterns occurred.  After 1980, the organic foods sector grew rapidly.  By 2001, sales of organic 
foods reached $8 billion - there has been above 8% growth annually in national organic sales 
over the past 10 years. There are multiple factors that have contributed to this growing 
demand, including: 
 

x Increase in diet related illnesses, such as the rate of U.S. obesity amongst youth; 

x Increased health care costs and adoption of preventative medicinal practices; 

x Growth in the physical fitness industry, gourmet cooking, and fine dining; and 

x Public awareness of fast-food’s detrimental impact on health. 
 
What was once an industry propelled by farmer’s markets and natural foods cooperatives has 
now become mainstream with large corporate markets (Whole Foods and Trader Joes) and 
changes in buyer behavior in the mainstream (Walmart is currently the largest buyer of organic 
food products). The Organic Trade Association (OTA), the leading industry advocate, lists some 
examples of growth trends: 
 

x The U.S. organic industry grew at a rate of 11.5 percent in 2013. In 2013, the organic 
industry grew to over $31.5 billion.  

x With 11.5 percent growth during 2013, organic food outpaced the growth of total food 
sales (3 percent). Organic continues to make gains in total market share, climbing to 
more than 4 percent of the $760 billion food industry in 2013.  

x Experiencing the most growth, organic fruits and vegetables, which represent 39.7 
percent of total organic food value, and nearly 12 percent of all U.S. fruit and vegetable 
sales. 

 
OTA projects that the U.S. organic market will have reached $42 billion in 2014.  This is still 
small compared to the conventional foods industry - but OTA reports conventional food growth 
at 1-3% per year while organic foods have been climbing at the growth rate of 7-12% annually – 
even during the recession. 
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The Southeastern New England Market 

 

Local Competition 

 

Local Rhode Island farms separate themselves into three broad farming method categories: 
conventional (use of fertilizers, insecticides, herbicides), natural (use of benign insecticides and 
herbicides), and organic (use of compost and other natural soil additives, no use of chemical 
insecticides and herbicides).  
 
Among conventional farmers in the Rhode Island, there are three major growers: 

 

1) Confreda Farm (Cranston) – Established in 1922 as a 400 hundred acre conventional 
farm growing specialty vegetables primarily for wholesale. The farm also has a farm 
store and does seasonal events. 

2) Pezza Farm (Johnston) – Established in 1947 as a 40 acre conventional farm growing 
specialty vegetables primarily for wholesale. The farm has a farm store and does 
seasonal events. 

3) Schartner Farm (Exeter) – Established in 1902 as a 150 acre (in Rhode Island) 
conventional/natural farm growing specialty vegetables for farm stand and wholesale. 
The farm also has a farm stand and does seasonal events. Recently became GAP 
certified and is supplying RI schools with produce. 

 

Among natural growers in Rhode Island and abutting communities, there are two major 
growers: 

 

1) Four Town Farms (Seekonk, MA) – Established in 1920 as a 175 acre operation that 
grows specialty vegetables for farm stand and wholesale. The farm has a farm store. 

2) Oakdale Farm – a 250 acre operation in abutting Rehoboth, Massachusetts that grows 
specialty vegetables for farm stand and wholesale. The farm has a farm store. 

 

Among organic growers in Rhode Island and abutting communities, there are two major 
growers (and a number of small growers of less than five acres): 

 

1) Freedom Food Farm – an 80 acre first year operation in neighboring Raynham, 
Massachusetts growing specialty vegetables and raising chickens/hogs for farm stand, 
farmers market, CSA, and wholesale. The farm has a farm store and pick-your-own CSA. 

2) Wishingstone Farm (Little Compton) – Established in 1986 as a 50 acre operation 
growing specialty vegetables for farm stand, farmers market, CSA, and wholesale. 

 

All of these farms combined provide less than 1 percent of Rhode Island’s specialty vegetable 
needs.  
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National and International Competition 

 

Over 90% of Rhode Island’s specialty vegetables come from national and international farm 
operations through wholesale sales to mid-size and larger markets (Belmont Market, Roch’s, 
Dave’s, Shaw’s, Stop and Shop, Whole Foods Market, Trader Joes).  

 
As an example:  

x Earthbound Farms, is one of the largest certified organic producers in the U.S., 
comprising 34,000 acres in California and Mexico.  Earthbound grows a wide range of 
field crops sold through conventional supermarkets and large retailers. Their products 
are organic, but, like other imported items, quality suffers from certain processing 
practices to allow for shipping. 

 

Local Organic Farming Growth 

 

If the market for organic vegetables has so much potential for growth, why aren’t more 
conventional farmers shifting to organic production - and why, in the last five years, are there 
so few new farmers entering this sector? (For the five years 2007 to 2012 USDA Farm Census 
Rhode Island farm growth was 2% (or 27 farms) to 1243 farms – and a farm can be defined as 
gross revenue above $1000 – against growth of approximately 370 farms for the previous five 
years 2002 to 2007).   
 
In addition to the constraints of the 2008 Recession, there are multiple factors which converge 
to make entering organic production difficult:  
 
Inflated land valuations – combined with a scarcity of prime/important soils - make it extremely 
costly to secure land for either organic or conventional farming.  The average cost of an acre of 
undeveloped farmland is over $15,000. Concurrently, there is considerable pressure from urban 
development for more land (although the recession of 2008 has dampened development 
demand).  Most new farmers enter the market via leased land. Leasing, however, can be 
problematic as landowners have preferred short-term leases to protect the potential to rezone 
land from agriculture to residential for housing development.   
 
Additionally, best practice organic agriculture requires an investment in soil building and 
conditioning, which means income generation does not start until late in Year One of an 
operation - at the earliest.  Also, there are periods where fields are left fallow and cover crops 
are planted, as this improves soil quality.  Again, this increases the time out of production.    
 

Other reasons why there are few local organic farms include limited local technical expertise in 
organic agriculture and a lack of coordinated support among agricultural advocates and 
agriculture supporters. Although there has been significant media attention to the growth in 
interest/demand for local products – and a subsequent growth in farm and food advocacy – 
most activity appears poorly organized and poorly capitalized. 
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Customer and Client Profile 

  
Customer 

Segments 

Buyer Behavior Needs (perceived) Alternatives Competitive 

Advantages 

High End 
(tourist, 
“foodies”) 

Through Food 
Markets and 
Farmers 
Markets 

x Looking for a “native” and 
“local experience” 

x Want to try something 
new 

x Looking for a farm ‘story’ 

x High quality 

x Good looks and taste 

x Authentic, local, native 

x Restaurants / cafés 

x Conventional vendors 

x Grocery / health food 
stores 

x Fresh and locally 
grown 

x Organic 

x Flower and 
Flower 
arrangements 

 

High End 
(local, 
“foodies”) 

Through Food 
Markets and 
Farmers 
Markets 

x Looking for fresh, local 
grown, organic 

x Increasing social 
consciousness when 
buying 

x Looking for a farm ‘story’ 

x Demands high quality 
product, freshness, 
appearance, and taste for 
repeat business 

x Health food stores 

x Other market vendors 

x Restaurants, cafes 

x Fresh and locally 
grown 

x Organic 

x Diversity of 
offerings 
compared to 
other market 
growers 

Wholesale 
Buyers 

x Look for stable suppliers 
with contract pricing 

x Economy 

x Good looks and taste 

x Positive response from their 
customers 

x Other local and non-
local organic producers 

x Conventional producers 

x Produce looks 
better, has 
different 
selection 

x Pricing  within 
margin of local  
retail items but 
with a 
marketable edge 

Retailers  x Products in high demand 
and/or trendy 

x Want to make a mark-up 
on re-sale 

x Competitive price 

x Top quality and appearance 

x Organic fills niche 

x Other local and non-
local organic producers 

x Conventional producers 

x Local and 
organic often 
yields superior 
quality 

x Product 
availability and 
cost to 
ship/store 
imported 
product 

 

Restaurants x Products in high demand 
and/or trendy 

x Freshness and reliable 
source 

x Competitive price 

x Top quality and appearance 

x Fresh, local, organic 
 

x Other local and non-
local organic producers 

x Conventional producers 

x Local and 
organic often 
yields superior 
quality 

x Product 
availability and 
cost to 
ship/store  
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Marketing Plan 

 

Ocean Breeze will be operated by David DeFrancesco, who has 1) been operating a small 
diverse vegetable operation, 2) worked for Schartner Farms in various capacities - including 
managing their farmers markets, and 3) collaborated on a floral business with his wife Sheri. 
David and his wife are well known and well respected in the local agriculture and floral 
communities –including having a number of existing customer/client relationships. It is David 
and Sheri’s intention to expand those relationships with the added growing capabilities of 
Ocean Breeze Farm. 
 
David DeFrancesco is developing a detailed marketing plan based upon initial farm 

management plan. A draft of the production/market analysis data is available. 

 

Additionally, the Farm Fund - in collaboration with the DeFrancesco family – will: 
1) Utilize an existing relationship with Jens and Marie veggie burger to establish wholesale 

production of a variety of vegetables for their products including beets, kale, and sweet 
potatoes. 

2) Actively market to smaller groceries and other boutique vegetable operations in the 
Southeastern New England (and perhaps New Haven corridor) area as production 
capabilities increase through the transition-to-organic farm practices. 

3) Approach medium sized and larger restaurants with a comprehensive approach to their 
vegetable and flower needs. 

4) Partner with the Jens and Marie processing supply chain to add predictability to supply 
of vegetables (contracts where we utilize Jens and Marie organic suppliers to 
supplement farm production for high demand customers). 
 

Demand Profile 

 

As stated earlier, Rhode Island grows less than 1% of its food. The total expended for food and 
beverage in the State is between $1.2 and $1.4 Billion per year (over the last three years). 
Vegetable production, based upon USDA 2012 Census estimates, is between $18 and $20 M per 
year. The retail value of all vegetable consumption in the State is more than ten (10) times 
vegetable production sales. 
 
Market segmentation plays a critical role in understanding future demand growth for local 
specialty vegetable production – particularly important with respect to organic and certified 
organic production.  
 
Rhode Island, since 2008, has been severely affected by the economic downturn. As a result of 
these economic stresses, market segmentation in the ‘middle income’ bracket has narrowed 
significantly while the number of low income households has increased.  
 
Interestingly, at the same time the State has seen these alarming economic impacts, sales of 
local foods have seen high growth. This is the result of changes in buying patterns among 
middle and upper income households driven by more awareness of the nutritional and health 
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benefits of local foods. This trend currently continues within that household income 
demographic- which is a positive indicator for our farm development. 
 
The primary sales risk factor is that Rhode Island demand growth might continue to be slow 
because Rhode Island has been very slow to recover from the economic recession. Our plans 
are to market throughout the Southeastern New England area, so we anticipate mitigating any 
slow Rhode Island demand growth by selling in the more dynamic economies of Boston and 
parts of Connecticut. 
 
Pricing 

  

David DeFrancesco developed a pricing study (based upon his own and other farmer’s produce) 
of retail/wholesale prices to determine pricing and revenue estimates. Production estimates 
were also proven against data studies from Cornell University, the University of Pennsylvania, 
and Maine Organic Growers.  
 
Distribution Mechanisms  

 
The Farm will utilize wholesale sales for organic field crops and some flower sales. The Farm will 
participate in farmers markets (some in the Boston area) where traffic and pricing provide 
attractive opportunities. The Farm will have a farm stand and pick-up site for retail sales and 
explore a limited Community Supported Agriculture Program. 
 
Wholesale distribution will be done by the Farm operator, and, when the economy is attractive, 
through a wholesale distributor. 
 
Sales Management 

 

During Year One and Two the Farm’s operator will collaborate with a part time sales 
manager/farmer. Beginning in Year Three a full time sales manager will be responsible for client 
and customer relationships and collaborate with the Farm’s operator on marketing.  
 

Competitive Advantage 

 

The Farm offers a number of competitive advantages: 
 

1) Location: Within 100 miles of both the Boston and New Haven metropolitan areas. 

2) Market driven pricing structure for high quality organic production utilizing a 
sustainable, no harm farm model. 

3) In Years Three and Four (with mature operations and organic certification), margins will 
increase from Years One and Two as price structure for certified organic increases 
revenue with relatively stable costs. 

4) Highly supportive community. 

5) Existing relationships with restaurants and other food buyers.  
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Management Plan 

Organization and Board 

Ocean Breeze Farm will be structured as determined by the Fund in consultations with Farm 
investors/lenders. Farmer/operator will be David DeFrancesco. Mr. DeFrancesco will 
collaborate with the Fund’s Managing Partners on managerial and financial decisions. Richard 
Pace, one of the Fund’s Managing Partners, will direct the farm and conservation management 
plan and be responsible for agro-ecological restoration of the property. 

The Farm’s Board will consist of the David DeFrancesco, investor/lender representatives, Fund 
Managing Partners, and local community members.  

 Staffing Plan 

Under mature farm conditions the farm will utilize between six (6) and ten (1) seasonal farm 
workers – many will be farmers-in-training. In addition to Mr. DeFrancesco there will be one 
other full time employee. Additionally, there would be one full time employee operating the 
flower sales and floral business. Mr. DeFrancesco has identified several of the potential staff 
from his past working associations - including Christian Roberge who is aiding in development 
of the marketing plan. 

Mr. Frank Panciera, the current farm owner, has agreed to continue in a part time role with 
specific farm tasks and instructing seasonal workers (some of whom might be Panciera family 
members choosing to continue work at the farm). 

Cooperating Experts 

The Fund has existing relationships with a number of agricultural experts in the State. We will 
engage the following to aid our work on the farm 1) Ken Ayars, Chief, Division of Agriculture, 
Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management 2) Jens Retlev of Jens and Marie who 
will aid us on marketing and value-added product development, and 3) Local/regional chefs 
with whom David DeFrancesco has existing relationships. 
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Operations Plan 

Growing Plan Available on Request 

Harvest and Quality Control 

 

Market demand requires fresh, clean and attractively presented fruits and vegetables.  With 
organically grown fruits and vegetables consumers have even higher expectations for 
appearance and cleanliness.  Crops will be harvested three times each week.  Workers will be 
trained to cultivate, harvest and handle (wash, package, chill) in keeping with these quality 
standards (most will already have those skills).     
 
Washing vegetables tends to be the most labor-intensive facet of the operation, especially as 
salad greens are delicate and are double washed.  After each product has been washed, it is 
placed in small quantities (about five pounds) on drying trays to inspect the product.  The 
inspector has the option to return the tray to the cleaner for additional washing.  If the tray is of 
excellent quality then a packaging crew handles the boxing or bagging of the product.  This 
provides three points of inspection.  Before a product leaves the farm a final check is done by 
choosing a random item from each product.  One item from each harvested crop is also kept to 
monitor shelf life. 
 
Inventory Management 

 

Every Monday, we will estimate yield quantities for the week.  Staff will log anticipated yield 
numbers in a spreadsheet to manage distribution.  This system helps us accommodate 
fluctuations in weekly yield to ensure customer satisfaction.  To maximize freshness, we will 
harvest three times per week and maintain little inventory.  For all points of sale, we will 
harvest and distribute the same day.  Our cold storage will be a food chiller.   
 
Organic Certification and (Good Agricultural Practices) GAP Certification 

 

After the transition-to-organic program, Ocean Breeze will apply for USDA organic certification.  
We will be obligated to keep accurate records for soil inputs, seed sources, and crop yields.  We 
will track the following data: (1) type of product sold; (2) amount of product sold: (3) customer 
that received product; (4) location on farm where product was grown; and (4) history of inputs 
and events for the area where product was grown.  
 
A third party auditor For GAP will certify the Farm agricultural, food safety, and operational 
safety practices on the farm. 
 
Farmer’s Markets 

Ocean Breeze Farm anticipates participating in 2 or 3 farmer’s markets each season – with at 
least two farmer’s markets being Westerly community based. The Farm will select markets 
based upon 1) customer demographics, 2) opportunities for market ‘positioning’ - given the 
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Farm will be a new entry, 3) geography, and 4) whether participation in a market affords 
opportunity for other retail or wholesale contacts. 

The Farm will consider an on-site farm store in a collaborative decision-making process with the 
Weekapaug Foundation for Conservation and the Weekapaug community. 

Equipment, Office Space, Tools, Resources 

The farm acquisition discussion also contains conditions for the Farm Fund to acquire any 
existing equipment and tools that are valuable for the operation of the Farm. The current Farm 
has tractors, equipment, and tools that will transition to the vegetable operation.  

Financial Plan 

Start Up 

 

Initial Financial Structure in Development. The Fund anticipates the Farm will be a separate 

legal entity.  

 

Accounting System & Business Controls 

   

We will use Quickbooks as our primary accounting system.  We will track sales weekly through 
spreadsheets and review them monthly so that we understand trends related to product and 
point of sale.  This will allow us to analyze the profitability of sales by specific crop.  NEFFF 
Managing Partners and Farm Operator David DeFrancesco will regularly monitor all these 
statements for accountability.  
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Pro Forma Financial Statements - Ocean Breeze Farm – Core Production Model 

 

Note 1: This represents conservative use of 25 acres of the 40 acres of prime or important soils on the Ocean Breeze Farm. 
David DeFrancesco and Rick Pace consider it a first year plan that will undergo adaptive management in the following years. The 
model also includes a supplemental 20 acre model for expansion (See Appendix B) – both to additional acres as well as to the 
potential use of other leased lands. 
Note 2: Floral operation revenues will be adjusted substantially upward for a full scale floral operation. Floral Operations 
Business Plan is under development.  
Note 3: David DeFrancesco developed a pricing study of retail/wholesale prices to determine pricing and revenue estimates. 
Production estimates were based upon his own experience and data studies from Cornell University, University of Pennsylvania, 
and Maine Organic Growers.  
Note 4: Crop insurance for specialty farms is becoming available through the 2013 Farm Bill. 
Note 5: See Appendix B for discussion of farm production financial pro forma methodology. 
 

Ocean Breeze Farm

Project Proforma

2016

Acres January February March April May June July August September October November December Total

Crop Revenue
   Field Lettuce head 6.00 8000.00 8000.00 12000.00 12000.00 12000.00 12000.00 16000.00 12000.00 16000.00 12000.00 12000.00 12000.00 144000.00
mixed greens bunch 2.00 4000.00 4000.00 4000.00 4000.00 4000.00 4000.00 24000.00
mesclun 2.00 1800.00 1800.00 4000.00 4800.00 4800.00 4800.00 4800.00 4800.00 4800.00 4000.00 4000.00 44400.00
   Kale/suisse chard 1.50 1800.00 3600.00 3600.00 4800.00 3600.00 1800.00 2700.00 3600.00 3600.00 3600.00 2700.00 35400.00
baby spinach/ bunch 1.50 1800.00 1800.00 5200.00 8200.00 8200.00 5200.00 5200.00 35600.00
Parsnips 2.00 1250.00 1250.00 1250.00 1250.00 4000.00 4000.00 13000.00
Cover Crop
   Leeks 2.00 3300.00 3300.00 6500.00 6500.00 19600.00
Beets 0.50 800.00 800.00 800.00 800.00 800.00 800.00 800.00 800.00 6400.00
Carrots 2.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 10500.00
Cucumbers 0.50 2000.00 2000.00 2000.00 2000.00 8000.00
Sweet Potato 4.00 4000.00 4000.00 12000.00 8000.00 8000.00 36000.00

   Butternut Squash 9500.00 9500.00 9500.00 28500.00
Mixed Winter squash 4500.00 4500.00 4500.00 13500.00
Flowers 1.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 12000.00
garlic 2600.00 2600.00

25.00
Gross Crop Revenue 12550.00 16700.00 20450.00 26050.00 35850.00 36900.00 35900.00 30200.00 35100.00 55100.00 66000.00 62700.00 433500.00

Crop Production Costs
Field Lettuce head 6.00 2000.00 2000.00 4390.00 4000.00 4000.00 4000.00 4000.00 4000.00 4000.00 6200.00 6200.00 6200.00 50990.00
mixed greens bunch 2.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 12000.00
meslcun 2.00 1000.00 1000.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1000.00 17400.00
Kale/ suisse chard 1.50 900.00 2800.00 1875.00 1875.00 1875.00 1250.00 1250.00 1250.00 1875.00 1250.00 16200.00
baby spinach/ bunch 1.50 900.00 1900.00 1900.00 1200.00 600.00 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00 12200.00
Parsnips 2.00 100.00 1400.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 2750.00 4950.00
Cover Crop 0.00
Leeks 2.00 200.00 200.00 6000.00 200.00 200.00 200.00 200.00 200.00 2000.00 9400.00
Beets 0.50 240.00 240.00 240.00 240.00 240.00 240.00 240.00 240.00 1920.00
Carrots 2.00 245.00 245.00 245.00 245.00 245.00 245.00 245.00 245.00 245.00 2205.00
Cucumbers 0.50 600.00 600.00 600.00 600.00 2400.00
Sweet Potato 4.00 6000.00 1920.00 1920.00 6720.00 16560.00
Butternut 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 2160.00 6660.00
Mixed Winter squash 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 2160.00 6660.00
Flowers 1.00 800.00 800.00 800.00 800.00 800.00 800.00 4800.00
garlic 4800.00 4800.00

0.00
25.00

Crop Insurance TBD

Total Crop Cost 3300.00 3200.00 10390.00 21085.00 14960.00 20260.00 10260.00 12155.00 12755.00 25375.00 21610.00 13795.00 169145.00

Net Crop Revenue 9250.00 13500.00 10060.00 4965.00 20890.00 16640.00 25640.00 18045.00 22345.00 29725.00 44390.00 48905.00 264355.00

Farm Administration

Farm Manager Administrative Portion 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00

Accounting 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00

Legal 500.00

Insurance 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00

Utilities 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00

Misc. 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00

Real Estate Taxes 710.00 710.00 710.00 710.00 710.00 710.00 710.00 710.00 710.00 710.00 710.00 710.00

Total Farm Administration 4010.00 4010.00 4010.00 4010.00 4010.00 4510.00 4010.00 4010.00 4010.00 4010.00 4010.00 4010.00 48620.00

Net Farm Revenue 5240.00 9490.00 6050.00 955.00 16880.00 12130.00 21630.00 14035.00 18335.00 25715.00 40380.00 44895.00 215735.00
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Ocean Breeze Revenue Projections, Present Value of Ten Year Net Revenue, Capital Needs  

 

Note 1: Present Value Calculation utilized a 10 percent rate of return per year. 
Note 2: See Appendix B for a discussion of both the core Farm production model and the additional 20 acre model. 
Note 3: Anticipates the use of leased land – of which a substantial amount is available in the community – after five years.  
Note 4: Building and infrastructure estimates are provided by the architect. They will be revised when draft plans are available 
for contractor estimates.  
Note 5: Differences in labor cost/availability might cause variability of maximum 3 to 5 percent. 
Note 6: There has been no decision on utilization of the residential house – which potentially could add $30,000 to $50,000 per 
year of revenue once renovated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ocean Breeze Farm 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Acres Used (including leased land after 5 years) 15 40 60 60 60 80 80 80 100 100

Annual Operating Revenue 250,000 480,000 816,000 920,000 920,000 1,100,000 1,280,000 1,280,000 1,500,000 1,500,000

Annual Operating Expenses 150,000 282,000 457,000 534,000 506,000 605,000 716,000 716,000 840,000 825,000

Net Operating Income 100,000 198,000 359,000 386,000 414,000 495,000 564,000 564,000 660,000 675,000

Present Value of 10 Year Net Operating Income at 10% 90,909 163,636 269,925 264,383 257,143 279,661 290,721 263,551 280,051 260,617 2,420,597 Total

Capital Needs

Set-up Infrastructure Expenses

   Pre-development Costs 130,000

   Hoop Houses 10,000 35,000 6,000

   Salvage Costs 30,000 30,000

   New Veg Processing Barn/Equipment Storage Building 110,000 300,000 100,000

   House Rehabilitation 75,000 175,000

   Equipment 50,000 12,000

   Restore Stone Barn for Offices and Floral Operations 250,000 140,000

   Landscape, Drives, Utility Infrastructure 100,000 80,000

   Nursery Stock 8,000 8,000

   Environmental Work 10,000

   Well 8,000 10,000

Land Acquisition Costs TBD
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Risk Factor Matrix 

Risk Mitigating Factors 

Organic production 
fails through pests, 
natural causes, and 
or other unforeseen 
circumstances. 

x Thoroughly tested organic methods and systems 

x Expert technical assistance available 

x To anticipate losses, yield assumptions are conservative 

x Ongoing research experiments to ensure new learning 

x Crop management for coastal storm impact mitigation 

x Specialty Crop Insurance 

Problems with 
workforce  

x Consensus-building, open communication approach 

x Desirable learning environment for new farmers 

x Expert technical assistance available and diverse opportunities for 
improving skills. 

Low Sales x Regular customer feedback  

x Diversified product mix 

x Proven demand for products through David’s previous customers 

x Diversity of markets and strong demand for local produce 

x Options to reduce expenses, if necessary 

High operating 
costs, low margins 

x Ongoing diversification of markets increase direct sales and improve 
margins 

x Intensive beginning farmer training to create higher productivity  

Difficulty in 
attracting suitable 
staff 

x NEFFF perceived as doing cutting edge work - so high interest 

x Educational programs provide pipeline for new staff 

Operational 
problems, poor food 
quality, delivery 
time 

x Thoroughly tested system 

x Access to Chef Jens Retlev who will help to assess product quality 

x Technical assistance available to investigate unforeseen crop failures 
 

Marketing 
problems, 
regulatory barriers 
and costs 

x Diversity of end markets 

x Certified organic status will enhance value 

x State government committed to aiding new farm ventures 

Departure of key 
project employees 

x NEFFF start-up has been creating diverse farmer and food entrepreneur 
relationships 

x NEFFF and David will have ongoing work with other farmers 

Discussion of Organic Production Risk Factor 

Given existing high demand and attractive pricing for local organic vegetables, the primary risk 
factor is variability in production due to natural causes - particularly in the start-up phase of 
transition-to-organic for conventional farming. David DeFrancesco has utilized well-proven 
production estimates for the agro-environmental qualities found on the farm (i.e., soils have 
been well maintained given conventional agriculture so there are not large phosphorus build-
ups on the grain fields). Although we have incorporated significant past intelligence and 
experience in the estimates, the first two years of production will have higher risks than the 
more mature operation after Year Three. 
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Organic Production Risk Mitigation 

1) Adaptation to market demand will add a measure of diversity - focus on sales and 
market analysis gives the tools to adapt among a broad range of products.   

2) Increasing use of high tunnels and greenhouses - while carefully managing energy uses - 
allows overwintering crops for continued year round production of valuable products - 
kale, transplants. 

3) GAP (Good Agricultural Practice) and organic certification risk mitigates and improves 
access to institutional and wholesale markets. 

4) Diversity of the herbs, plants, fruits and vegetables grown on the farm will provide 
overlapping supply of products and revenues. 

5) Access to other Weekapaug Foundation, Westerly Land Trust, and private agricultural 
land for crop rotation or expansion. 
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Appendix A 

People / Farm and Food Fund Background 

 
David DeFrancesco 

 
David grew up tending the one-half acre family kitchen garden in Exeter, Rhode Island.  After 
college he continued to study geoscience, climate and natural systems dynamics while 
managing the field service department of environmental testing laboratory Rhode Island 
Analytical Labs.  David implemented EPA standard sampling protocol for the lab while 
integrating the sampling data base into Google Earth – creating more accessible and reliable 
systems for their testing operations.   
 
David then began working in the greenhouse and running farmer’s market sales for Exeter 
based Schartner Farms.   
 
His farm, Dutemple Brook Farm, was born out of the idea that demand for produce, salad and 
specialty crops should be supplied close to consumers and grown utilizing sustainable methods. 
A high intensity organic farm, Dutemple Brook Farm began operations in 2009. David and his 
father Ronald - a construction manager, carpenter and town building inspector - designed, 
constructed and operate four greenhouses.  The year round demand for produce at premium 
pricing allowed the farm to focus on winter months’ supply of gourmet, naturally grown salad 
products. That idea continues to drive the innovation in year round product supply and the 
logistics of the Dutemple Farm economy.  
 
In late 2014, in collaboration with the New England Farm and Food Fund, David began a bottom 
up analysis of the economics of sustainable farming at Ocean Breeze Farm and accepted the 
position of Farmer Partner/Manager with the Fund and Ocean Breeze Farm. 

 
Sheri DeFrancesco 

  
Through her college years at University of New Hampshire and Emerson College Sheri studied 
social work and performed outreach for young women facing difficult circumstances.  
 
A naturally empathetic individual, Sheri has applied her understanding of people to her floral 
consultations and customer service. Now with over eighteen years experience in floral design, 
retail shop management and venue installation, Sheri continues to craft floral arrangements for 
all types of events. Sheri has been managing Frey Florist in Providence, RI for the last ten years. 
Focusing on communication with brides to craft the perfect design is the pillar of how to create 
recognition within the industry. With over a half-million dollars in wedding sales, Sheri has 
successfully established herself as a top regional wedding designer with attention to detail and 
the perspective/understanding of the latest design trends and colors.  
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Peter Gengler, Richard Pace, the New England Farm and Food Fund 

 

After twenty-five (25) year careers in publishing, photography, and information design, Peter 
Gengler and Richard Pace in 1995 began an applied science research enterprise to bring their 
publishing and information design expertise to environmental, agricultural, and food 
enterprises. 
 
Over the next eighteen years the partners progressed through three ventures: 1) development 
of new knowledge in the areas of environmental and agricultural applied science, 2) creation of 
public information tools to aid understanding and motivate new economies in environmental 
and agricultural practices, and 3) generation of capital flows to address the most serious 
environmental and agricultural problems with enterprises innovating new food economies.  
 
From 1995 through 2007, the partners formed and ran UDM Land Sciences (Uniform Digital 
Mapping Inc.) with a staff of six scientists and technicians - a research and development 
enterprise that created computer and Internet applications/programs (REALmap, Real Estate 
Asset and Liability Map), methods for comprehensive environmental assessment, and regional 
public information for land use decisions. Through those 12 years UDM collaborated on 
perhaps four hundred (400) projects - ranging from simple residential property developments 
to complex agro-ecological developments and restorations.  The Company also played an active 
role in local, regional, and national discussions on how to solve intransigent agro-environmental 
problems (particularly the issue of agricultural water quality). Over twelve years the venture 
generated more than $7M in a new economy that previously did not exist in Rhode Island. 
 
In 2007, the body of knowledge developed in UDM Land Sciences was reformed as EcoAsset 
Inc. (EcoAsset Markets, Inc. or EAM) in partnership with former executives of SAIC, Inc., an 
international engineering and science enterprise. From 2007 to 2012 EAM worked extensively 
with USDA, EPA, and entities in the Chesapeake and southern New England regions on better 
analysis and measures for agro-ecological conservation – including establishing a $9 M farm 
redevelopment fund. During the years 2011 to 2013, the Company developed a draft Handbook 
of Conservation Practices for Organic Specialty Farmers.  
 
They began a third enterprise in 2013/14, the New England Farm and Food Fund. The Fund will 
operate new farm and food enterprises in partnership with farmers, food entrepreneurs, and 
Fund partners. 
 
Over the past fifteen years Mr. Gengler has personally invested $1.5 M in developmental 
financing and transitioned a substantial portion of his investments and work to Rhode Island 
ventures. Over that same period Mr. Pace has personally invested $400 K in developmental 
financing and transitioned a majority of his investments and work to Rhode Island ventures.  
 
The Farm and Food Fund currently has two projects and two developmental projects: 
 
Jens and Marie - a veggie burger and vegetable prepared foods enterprise begun in 2013. First 
full year of operation (2014) sales were $515,000. 2015 First Quarter Sales were 174 percent 
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First Quarter 2014. All sales to date have been food services. Current customers (primarily in 
New England) include numerous universities (Harvard, Brown, Yale, etc.), health care food 
service, restaurants (including the Fenway Group – ‘the healthy meal choice’ at Fenway Park), 
and natural foods markets (Whole Foods Markets, etc.).  In April 2015 the Company introduces 
two retail products –initially in the 38 New England Whole Foods Markets. Current established 
customer prospect meetings include Target, Subway, Wahlburgers; several distributors; several 
market chains along the East Coast.  Jens and Marie also operates a prepared foods research 
kitchen in order to develop private label veggie burgers and locally sourced vegetable dishes.   
 
Ocean Breeze Farm - Conversion of a 60 acre small dairy farm in Westerly, Rhode Island into an 
organic vegetable and flower farm. Ocean Breeze Farm will utilize high tunnels, low tunnels, a 
seed house, and open fields - growing field lettuces, mixed leafy greens, kale, spinach, parsnips, 
leeks, swiss chard, beets, radishes, carrots, cucumbers (also English), sweet potatoes, squash 
(butternut and mixed winter), asparagus (after Year Two), ginger, and flowers for a floral 
business. The operation will transition-to-organic over two years. 
 
Sweet Enough Baby - Research on the state of nutrition education and nutrition science 
publishing with an emphasis on maternal nutrition. The Fund is considering potential ventures 
focusing on educational programs and products related to knowledge/new knowledge on 
maternal nutrition. 
 
Imperfect Vegetables – Development of a California start-up that will process and distribute 
‘imperfect’ vegetables from West Coast farmers and vegetable processors in collaboration with 
some recent Brown University students and West Coast technology entrepreneurs. $300M of 
imperfect vegetables go to waste every year in California. 
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Appendix B 

Discussion of Ocean Breeze Farm Production Financial Model 

 
The Ocean Breeze Farm Production Financial Model utilized two models: 
 

1) A core model utilizing 25 acres of the Farm’s prime and important soils. The model is 
based upon sustainable use methods developed over the past ten years by David 
DeFrancesco, Rick Pace, and Peter Gengler. The conservation methods are based upon 
the New England Farm and Food Fund’s Handbook of Conservation Practices on 
Specialty Farms. The agricultural methods are an integrated set of practices based upon 
traditional agriculture, biodynamic and permacultural farming methods, and new agro-
ecological knowledge. 

2) A 20 acre model that will be adapted to additional growing on the Farm as well as lend 
itself to adaptation on land leased – potentially leased from the Weekapaug Foundation, 
the Westerly Land Trust, or private landowners. The conservation and agricultural 
methodologies are similar to the core model. 

 
Note: David DeFrancesco and Rick Pace are available for more extensive discussion and 
questions on the Farm Production Financial Model. 
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The Core Financial Pro Forma (Restated from Page 18) 

 

 
 

 

Note 1: This represents conservative use of 25 acres of the 40 acres of prime or important soils on the Ocean Breeze Farm. 
David DeFrancesco and Rick Pace consider it a first year plan that will undergo adaptive management in the following years. The 
model also includes a supplemental 20 acre model for expansion (See Appendix B) – both to additional acres as well as to the 
potential use of other leased lands. 
Note 2: Floral operation revenues will be adjusted substantially upward for a full scale floral operation. Floral Operations 
Business Plan is under development.  
Note 3: David DeFrancesco developed a pricing study of retail/wholesale prices to determine pricing and revenue estimates. 
Production estimates were based upon his own experience and data studies from Cornell University, University of Pennsylvania, 
and Maine Organic Growers.  
Note 4: Crop insurance for specialty farms is becoming available through the 2013 Farm Bill. 
Note 5: See Appendix B for discussion of farm production financial pro forma methodology. 

 

Ocean Breeze Farm

Project Proforma

2016

Acres January February March April May June July August September October November December Total

Crop Revenue
   Field Lettuce head 6.00 8000.00 8000.00 12000.00 12000.00 12000.00 12000.00 16000.00 12000.00 16000.00 12000.00 12000.00 12000.00 144000.00
mixed greens bunch 2.00 4000.00 4000.00 4000.00 4000.00 4000.00 4000.00 24000.00
mesclun 2.00 1800.00 1800.00 4000.00 4800.00 4800.00 4800.00 4800.00 4800.00 4800.00 4000.00 4000.00 44400.00
   Kale/suisse chard 1.50 1800.00 3600.00 3600.00 4800.00 3600.00 1800.00 2700.00 3600.00 3600.00 3600.00 2700.00 35400.00
baby spinach/ bunch 1.50 1800.00 1800.00 5200.00 8200.00 8200.00 5200.00 5200.00 35600.00
Parsnips 2.00 1250.00 1250.00 1250.00 1250.00 4000.00 4000.00 13000.00
Cover Crop
   Leeks 2.00 3300.00 3300.00 6500.00 6500.00 19600.00
Beets 0.50 800.00 800.00 800.00 800.00 800.00 800.00 800.00 800.00 6400.00
Carrots 2.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 10500.00
Cucumbers 0.50 2000.00 2000.00 2000.00 2000.00 8000.00
Sweet Potato 4.00 4000.00 4000.00 12000.00 8000.00 8000.00 36000.00

   Butternut Squash 9500.00 9500.00 9500.00 28500.00
Mixed Winter squash 4500.00 4500.00 4500.00 13500.00
Flowers 1.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 12000.00
garlic 2600.00 2600.00

25.00
Gross Crop Revenue 12550.00 16700.00 20450.00 26050.00 35850.00 36900.00 35900.00 30200.00 35100.00 55100.00 66000.00 62700.00 433500.00

Crop Production Costs
Field Lettuce head 6.00 2000.00 2000.00 4390.00 4000.00 4000.00 4000.00 4000.00 4000.00 4000.00 6200.00 6200.00 6200.00 50990.00
mixed greens bunch 2.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 12000.00
meslcun 2.00 1000.00 1000.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1000.00 17400.00
Kale/ suisse chard 1.50 900.00 2800.00 1875.00 1875.00 1875.00 1250.00 1250.00 1250.00 1875.00 1250.00 16200.00
baby spinach/ bunch 1.50 900.00 1900.00 1900.00 1200.00 600.00 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00 12200.00
Parsnips 2.00 100.00 1400.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 2750.00 4950.00
Cover Crop 0.00
Leeks 2.00 200.00 200.00 6000.00 200.00 200.00 200.00 200.00 200.00 2000.00 9400.00
Beets 0.50 240.00 240.00 240.00 240.00 240.00 240.00 240.00 240.00 1920.00
Carrots 2.00 245.00 245.00 245.00 245.00 245.00 245.00 245.00 245.00 245.00 2205.00
Cucumbers 0.50 600.00 600.00 600.00 600.00 2400.00
Sweet Potato 4.00 6000.00 1920.00 1920.00 6720.00 16560.00
Butternut 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 2160.00 6660.00
Mixed Winter squash 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 2160.00 6660.00
Flowers 1.00 800.00 800.00 800.00 800.00 800.00 800.00 4800.00
garlic 4800.00 4800.00

0.00
25.00

Crop Insurance TBD

Total Crop Cost 3300.00 3200.00 10390.00 21085.00 14960.00 20260.00 10260.00 12155.00 12755.00 25375.00 21610.00 13795.00 169145.00

Net Crop Revenue 9250.00 13500.00 10060.00 4965.00 20890.00 16640.00 25640.00 18045.00 22345.00 29725.00 44390.00 48905.00 264355.00

Farm Administration

Farm Manager Administrative Portion 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00

Accounting 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00

Legal 500.00

Insurance 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00

Utilities 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00

Misc. 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00

Real Estate Taxes 710.00 710.00 710.00 710.00 710.00 710.00 710.00 710.00 710.00 710.00 710.00 710.00

Total Farm Administration 4010.00 4010.00 4010.00 4010.00 4010.00 4510.00 4010.00 4010.00 4010.00 4010.00 4010.00 4010.00 48620.00

Net Farm Revenue 5240.00 9490.00 6050.00 955.00 16880.00 12130.00 21630.00 14035.00 18335.00 25715.00 40380.00 44895.00 215735.00
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 The 20 Acre Expansion Model Financial Pro Forma 

 

 

Note 1: This model will be adapted to yearly farm conditions, market opportunities, and good agro-ecological management.  
Note 2: The model does not yet consider the income from on-farm floral shop sales or on-farm farmstand sales –both are still 
not determined land uses with the Weekapaug Foundation for Conservation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ocean Breeze Farm

20 Acre Module 2016

January February March April May June July August September October November December Total

Lettuce 8000.00 8000.00 12000.00 12000.00 12000.00 12000.00 16000.00 12000.00 16000.00 12000.00 12000.00 12000.00 144000.00
Winter Squash 6400.00 6400.00 6200.00 8400.00 8400.00 35800.00
Sweet Potato 4000.00 4000.00 12000.00 8000.00 8000.00 36000.00
Kale 1800.00 1800.00 3600.00 3600.00 4800.00 3600.00 1800.00 2700.00 3600.00 3600.00 3600.00 2700.00 37200.00
Leeks 2833.00 2833.00 5900.00 5900.00 17466.00
Cut Flowers 9000.00 9000.00 9000.00 9000.00 9000.00 45000.00
Bunched Herbs 600.00 600.00 600.00 600.00 600.00 1000.00 3000.00 3000.00 3000.00 1000.00 1000.00 600.00 15600.00
Floral Shop Sales
Farm Store Sales

Crop Revenue 19633.00 19633.00 16200.00 16200.00 17400.00 25600.00 29800.00 30700.00 35600.00 43800.00 38900.00 37600.00 331066.00

Lettuce 3200.00 3200.00 3200.00 3750.00 3750.00 3750.00 3750.00 3750.00 3750.00 3200.00 3200.00 3200.00 41700.00
Winter Squash 1100.00 1100.00 3000.00 3000.00 3000.00 6300.00 1000.00 1000.00 19500.00
Sweet Potatoes 6000.00 1920.00 1920.00 6720.00 16560.00
Kale 1000.00 1000.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1000.00 17400.00
Leeks 600.00 600.00 4200.00 600.00 600.00 600.00 600.00 600.00 1100.00 9500.00
Cut Flowers 2200.00 4600.00 4600.00 4600.00 4600.00 4600.00 4600.00 29800.00
Bunched Herbs 175.00 175.00 175.00 175.00 175.00 275.00 1275.00 1275.00 1275.00 275.00 175.00 175.00 5600.00
Floral Shop Cost
Farm Store Cost

Total Crop Cost 6075.00 6075.00 4975.00 16725.00 13125.00 17425.00 11825.00 13745.00 13745.00 23295.00 6575.00 6475.00 140060.00

Net Crop Revenue 13558.00 13558.00 11225.00 -525.00 4275.00 8175.00 17975.00 16955.00 21855.00 20505.00 32325.00 31125.00 191006.00

Net Farm Revenue 191006.00
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Appendix C 

Agro-ecological Services Values 

Over the last twenty years, the U.S. Department of Agriculture has emphasized development of 
methods for valuing the ecosystem services (natural services) provided by farmland. 
 
Ecosystem Services 
 
Ecosystem functions are the physical, chemical, and biological processes or attributes that 
contribute to the self-maintenance of an ecosystem; in other words, what the ecosystem does. 
Some examples of ecosystem functions are provision of wildlife habitat, carbon cycling, or the 
trapping of nutrients.  Thus, ecosystems, such as wetlands, forests, or estuaries, can be 
characterized by the processes, or functions, that occur within them.   
 
Ecosystem services are the beneficial outcomes for the natural environment or people resulting 
from ecosystem functions. Some examples of ecosystem services are support of the food chain, 
harvesting of animals or plants, and the provision of clean water or scenic views.  In order for 
an ecosystem to provide services to humans, some interaction with, or at least some 
appreciation by, humans is required.  
 
Ecosystem Values 
 
Ecosystem monetary values are measured utilizing a number of economic methods. For Ocean 
Breeze Farm, one of the most relevant methods is based upon the offsetting values created by 
healthy land use methods versus poor land use methods.  
 
For example, if pesticides and herbicides are used on the farm fields (or excess nutrients are 
applied to the fields) runoff from those fields creates disturbances in the abutting coastal 
wetlands and salt pond. Over time, that produces adverse environmental impacts in the salt 
pond that require expenditures to restore the pond. 
 
In this scenario, the ecosystem service value of healthy land use on the farm fields is equivalent 
to the costs of maintenance of the salt pond under the stressful conditions of pesticide and 
herbicide runoff combined with excess nutrient runoff. 
 
The New England Farm and Food Fund considered agro-environmental values in their valuation 
and farm management analysis. 
  


